Coptic Orthodox Church Diocese of Sydney & Affiliated Regions

St Mark’s Coptic Orthodox College

Congratulations Year 12 Class of 2016

17/57 (29.8%) students achieved an ATAR over 90% and of these 8/57 (14%) achieved ATAR OVER +95%

Congratulations to all 57 HSC 2016 students and to the following students that achieved results in Band 5 (TOP 20%) in one or more courses.

Ancient History
Bethany KALDAS
Ruth ROFFAEL

English Standard
Caroline GAD
Timothy HANNA

English Extension 1
Bethany KALDAS
Cassandra MEKHAEL

English Extension 2
Bethany KALDAS

English Advanced
Pateer MIKAEL
Natasha MILOSEVIC
Daniel MOUSSAD
Ruth ROFFAEL
Jacob SAAD
Alena SIPKA
Marette YOUSSEF

General Mathematics
Georgette DAVID
Mirna GOLUB
Andrew MAHFOUZ
Joshua MAGH

Mathematics Extension 1
Bishoy IBRAHIM
Alena SIPKA
Joy TANIOS
Marette YOUSSEF

Mathematics Extension 2
Michael ATTA
Daniel MOUSSAD
Joy TANIOS

PDHPE
Albert ABDELSAYED
Rithin RAU

Modern History
Maria GOLUB
Daniel MEHAREB
Alena SIPKA

History Extension
Maria GOLUB

Physics
Miriam AWAD
Bishoy IBRAHIM
Joshua KALENY
Patience MIKAEL

Visual Arts
Laura NAKHLA
Alena SIPKA

To Live is Christ
HSC HONOUR ROLL OF STUDENTS ACHIEVING SUBJECT RESULTS OF BAND 6, (+ 90% = Top 10% in State)

AS PUBLISHED BY THE BOARD OF STUDIES NSW

2016 DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVERS

ACHIEVING BAND 6 (TOP 10% IN STATE) COURSES

17/57 (29.8%) students achieved an ATAR over 90% and of these 8/57 (14%) achieved ATAR OVER +95%

Jacob SAAD
Chemistry (Ranked 19th in NSW), Physics

Maria DEMIAN
Chemistry, Studies of Religion 2

Matthew KHALIL
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics Ext 1, Mathematics Ext 2, Physics

Andrew MAHFOUZ
Business Studies, PDHPE

Natasha MILOSEVIC
PDHPE

Daniel MOUSSAD
Mathematics Ext 1

Michael ATTA
2U Maths Ext 1

Verona SAMAAN
Chemistry, English Adv

Akila SHIBU
English Adv

Aleksandar VOJVODIC
Serbian 2U — 1st in State (SSCL - Liverpool Girls) *

Mary DOSS
2U Maths, Mathematics Ext 1 (OTEN) *

Sarah EKDAWI ACC
Maths 2U, Maths Ext 1

Karen FAHMY ACC
2U Maths

Maria GUURGUIS ACC
Maths Ext 1, Maths Ext 2

Mina HANNA ACC
2U Maths, Maths Ext 1

Anthony ISKANDER ACC
2U Maths

Jessica NAKHLA ACC
2U Maths

Maria-Lyn RAMLY ACC
Maths Ext 1, Maths Ext 2

Anasimone SOLMAN ACC
2U Mathematics

* = Course undertaken elsewhere therefore not calculated in school rankings. We nonetheless are proud of all our students achievements!